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We all need to congratulate
the Louisville Location for
successfully passing their
Stage 1&2 ISO/QMS certifi-

Horner Cincinnati Sucess

by Rich Streitmarter

The Horner Cincinnati branch has gone

proud of is acquiring the ability to repair cyl-

September 17th. As a result

through many changes over the last eight

inders by following complex CAD print specs

of their outstanding prepara-

years and a combination of many factors has

(this is required by Nucor). This has forced

tion during the year along

put us on the right path.

us to concentrate on every specific detail

with the actual audit itself,

Some of the most critical improvements within

and dimension of every component in each

they will be added to our HIG

our division are due to the upgrading of per-

cylinder. Very few hydraulic repair shops can

sonnel and a strong focus on quality, timely

make this claim as this is normally a process

deliveries and much improved customer ser-

utilized by manufacturers when new cylinders

vice.

are made.

Every member of our shop and office has

Other areas we are excited about are the

their own vital role in our operation. Each step

development of field service, product sales

During that same week, Fort

of our process is important from check-in to

and hydraulic training courses for our custom-

Wayne, Springfield, and

check out and everyone has stepped up their

ers. All of these add to our revenue stream and

Washington Street Corporate,

game to meet the challenge. In my opinion our

provide good margins.

hydraulic repair shop has become the leader

Many thanks to the ever increasing level

in our local market area and I truly believe we

of support we are getting from the sales

are on the same level as larger shops around

department, which has reflected in the healthy

given recognition not only

the country. We offer experience and knowl-

amount of work in shop. Great job and keep

for their audit performance

edge that exceeds most of our competitors,

it coming!

but for an outstanding job

plus achieving our ISO Certification (which is

organizing and cleaning up

not the norm for a shop our size) adds to our

the office and shop areas in

credibility.

cation of registration audit on

Corporate ISO Certification
of Registration. Again,
everyone within the Louisville
operation needs to be congratulated for a job well done.

Repair Shop & Field Service
all passed another successful
Corporate ISO surveillance
audit. They also need to be

preparation for the audit.

Another accomplishment that we are very

Horner Lighting
Group Earns
Recognition

Next Generation Luminaires
Indoor Competition
New Phone
System and Wide
Area Network
by: Tom Berkopes

Horner Lighting Group has

“We are thrilled to have our

designed. NGL entries are

Horner Industrial Group has

received recognition on four

products yet again recognized,”

evaluated by a panel drawn

recently signed a contract to

products in the 2014 Next

said Phil Horner, President

from the architectural lighting

replace our Wide Area Network

Generation

& CEO for Horner Lighting

community.

and the assortment of vendors

(NGL)

Lighting

Group. “With four awards in

All four of the Horner prod-

currently in use with a single

Design Indoor Competition.

the Indoor competition, it is a

ucts awarded ‘Recognized’ in

source called US Signal. This

Awards

presented

demonstration of how powerful

this year’s NGL competition

network will be used to route

September 17 at The LED

remote phosphor technology is

are from our Linear Remote

all voice and data traffic to and

Show in Los Angeles, CA.

and its validity in the LED light-

Phosphor line and were submit-

from our various locations in a

Sponsored

ing market.”

ted in the Industrial Luminaires

more efficient manner. Most

Department of Energy (DOE),

Of the total 266 products sub-

category.

locations will be getting at least

the Illuminating Engineering

mitted to the 2014

twice the bandwidth as com-

Society of North America, and

NGL indoor com-

“We are thrilled to

ognized remote

pared to their current service.

the International Association

petition, 211 were

have our products yet

phosphor LED

This should minimize some of

of Lighting Designers, the

approved to con-

the communications issues we

NGL awards recognize excel-

tinue to the judg-

have been struggling with over

lence in suitability, quality, and

ment phase result-

the years.

energy-efficient LED commer-

ing in 57 products

cial lighting design and are

being awarded “Recognized,”

a familiar look, featuring rug-

In addition, we also signed

judged based on lighting qual-

meaning they were considered

ged aluminum and polycarbon-

a contract with Converged

ity, appearance, serviceability,

worthy of specification in the

ate construction. The smart,

Technologies (CT) for a new

efficacy, value, and dimming.

application for which they were

minimalist, compact design

Luminaires™

Solid-State
were

by

the

U.S.

All these rec-

again recognized”
Phil Horner

linear

lumi-

naires combine
cutting

edge

technology with

phone system for all current

provides up to 50% higher

locations of Horner Industrial

system

Group. CT is the local dis-

to conventional LEDs. Their

tributor for Shore Tel phone

high-output light engines cre-

systems. Background work has

ate a controlled, smooth, low

already begun and we antici-

glare light source, even when

pate the new circuits and phone

dimmed. Optional motion sen-

system to be in place by April 1,

sors and wired or wireless con-

2015. Todd Bundy will lead this

trol even further aid in energy

effort for Horner along with a CT

use reduction.

implementation manager.

efficacy

compared

Terre Haute Update

by: Jim McClintock

Seems funny that in the motor repair business you can

at the different types of electric motors, testing, wind-

almost tell what season it is by what walk in custom-

ing, and mechanical repair methods to go along with

ers are bringing in. Summer is typically marked by an

the electro-mechanical theories they’ve learned in the

increase in pool pump motors, while an increase in

classroom. We are looking forward to having them

farm duty motors means that farmers are gearing up

here later this month!

for picking season, and Fall is here once again. We all
know what comes next and I recommend stalking up

From everyone here at the Terre Haute division- Have

now on ice melt, fire wood, propane, etc., as last winter

a safe and happy holiday season!

was fairly brutal and there are already reports of a salt
shortage for the county trucks in many areas to put on
the roads this winter.
I was recently approached by a contact from ArcellorMittal, a large steel manufacturer up North, asking if
we would be interested in giving a shop tour to a class
of around thirty students from Rose Hulman Institute
of Technology. RHIT is a leading small private college
specializing in teaching engineering, mathematics, and
science. Many of their students go straight to work for
leading companies. Our contact said they work with
RHIT and do some recruiting from there for different
positions at their facilities and thought it would be a
great opportunity for the students to get an inside look

Terre Haute will soon be getting new LED lighting. Above is the shop before Horner Lighting.

Experience
Modification Rate
(EMR) by: Amy Fletcher
Saying Farewell
by: Mike Harper
Dave Campbell has been our
third shift supervisor for many
years, at the Springfield division. In addition to being a

The demands to produce are

following is just a short list of

of business using an employ-

supervisor, Dave is also a

greater than ever in today’s

the effects these costs can

er’s past experience to project

machinist and our resident ace

workplace. Increases in com-

have on our organization:

future chances of risk or loss.

welder. If it needs welded, Dave

petiveness, growth objectives,

•Increased Insurance Costs

This rating is a controllable

is our go-to guy as he has mas-

and recent economic issues all

•Litigation and Legal Fees

expense and rewards com-

tered the art of MIG, TIG and

impact the decisions we make

•Unhappy Customers

panies that practice effective

arc welding.

in order to achieve success.

•OSHA Citations and Fines

safety and risk management

Dave’s career here started

Often, dangers are overlooked

•Impact

techniques over those who

26 years ago when he left his

or go unnoticed as we continue

Modification Rate

don’t.

employment at Taylor Tool Co.

to produce for our customers

•Re-Training

Our EMR rating has a direct

as an apprentice tool maker.

and push for on-time comple-

•Overtime

effect on contractor prequalifi-

As Dave said, most tool mak-

tion. Evidence has shown that

•Schedule Delays

cation. Typically, some of the

ers had a very high opinion of

accident prevention has not

•Poor Moral

themselves, so he did not feel

only saved millions of lives by

•Lost Production

“Horner Industrial has

he could fit the mold, there.

reducing workplace dangers,

These

succeeded in lowering fication

Dave is an outdoorsman and

it also contributes to increased

costs can be up to

has always been a deer-slayer.

competitiveness and economic

20 times more than

He plans to make it back to

growth (International Social

the direct costs and

Ohio for deer season to go for

Security Association, 2010).

come straight off the compa-

of supervisors, financial con-

the big buck. Last year, Dave

Direct vs. Indirect Costs

ny’s ‘bottom-line’ profits.

ditions, and most importantly,

was fortunate to have bagged a

Direct costs are the insured

The impact of this affects our

safety. An EMR Rate of 1.00

12 point buck in southern OH,

expenses that cover the cost

success in generating new

or more can disqualify Horner

that he has had stuffed and is

of medical treatment and com-

business. Owners, vendors,

from acquiring new business

hanging over his fireplace.

pensation insurance to the

and investors are taking a

and bidding work.

Dave also enjoys riding on

injured worker.

While these

closer look at who is going to

Horner Industrial Group has

his motorcycle. He would like

costs can include claim costs,

be working on their properties

succeeded in lowering our

to plan a trip out west to see

medical costs, and lost wages,

and projects.

EMR to 0.93. However, with

Mount Rushmore and the

they are just the small part of

Significant

is

increased business and man

Rocky Mountains.

the whole when considering

given to what is known as

hours, we need to remain vigi-

After all of this traveling and

the addition of indirect costs.

Experience Modification Rate

lant, always mindful of our own

adventure, Dave plans to head

Indirect costs, often referred

(EMR). An EMR compares a

safety and the safety of those

for home to spend time with his

to as “uninsured costs”, are

company’s workers’ compen-

around us.

nine grandchildren. Enjoy your

not covered by our Workman’s

sation claims to other compa-

well-deserved retirement, Dave!

Compensation insurance. The

nies’ of similar size and type

on

Experience

uninsured

our EMR to 0.93”

consideration

criteria that go
into

prequaliare:

integrity, work
experience,
qualifications

Our New Faces

What would be
the first thing you
do if you won the
lottery?

Tom Wilson – Mechanic at
Thermal Spray and Coatings

Deb Twigg – Accounts Payables Washington Street

Amy Fletcher – EHS Manager

Bill Honeycutt – Logistics
Manager Washington Street

Kevin Barnes, Machinist at
Washington Street Shop

Judy Simpson – Shop Scheduler
/Coordinator Louisville
Shop

Amy Davis – Customer
Service Representative at
Washington Street Shop

Josh Brown – Mechanical
Design Engineer – APG

Zach Hangar – General Helper at Washington Street Shop

Katie Chamberlain-

Ethan Harmon – Applications
Engineer at APG

Indianapolis: “Fill an olympic
sized pool with cooked
noodles and swim in it.”

Laura Russell - Terre Haute :
“Hire a lawyer....I’m assuming
this is big bucks. Then build
my dream house, something
modest but every detail would
be chosen by our family.”

Steve Smith - Cincinnati:
“Smile”

Barb Spangler - Indianapolis:
“Being honest......after quitting work, booking a trip
someplace I have never
been.”

Matt Phelps - Fan and
Fabrication: “Pay off my
bills and get a new Jeep
Wrangler. “

Todd Cochran - Indianapolis:
““Throw a party and have
Aerosmith play at it.”

Jim Delawder - Springfield:
“Invest it!”

What do you know about Bluff Road?
The

machining

division

in

port other Horner divisions by pro-

Huston, Chuck Dowell and Chuck

Indianapolis is located 2 miles

viding general machine work and

Sahm work 12 hour days around

south of I-70 on Bluff Rd. We are

repairing motor parts as required.

the clock for 5-7 days to meet the

a 30,000 sq ft leased facility. Our

Dynamic balancing of large fan

customer’s requirements. The jobs

location employs 23 people.

wheels, centrifuge equipment, and

consist of turning and sleeving the

The primary function of our (3) shift

other types of rotating equipment is

bearing journals on large drum

operation is the repair of compo-

performed daily.

dryers, as part of a roller bearing

nents sent from a very large and

The past two months our division

upgrade. Once this is complete,

diverse manufacturing base. We

has manned two on-site machin-

the drum diameter is machined

perform hydraulic cylinder repairs

ing jobs at Ingredion. We will

and finish ground.

on a smaller scale, for a handful

begin a third job later this month.

of longtime customers.

Employees Martin Sphatt, J.R.

We sup-

Indianapolis Expansion

Customer
Testimonial
Cummins
I wanted to thank Horner
Industrial for their reaction to
two critical down jobs Cummins
Tech Center had in September.

The first job was a air handling unit that takes care of
our emissions area. This is on

Louisville Update

the roof in a tight enclosure.
Jeff Dillion and Field Service

by: Terry Thorne

Horner Louisville is proud to

cess. As a result of the event

has been invited to bid on

announce the addition of Judy

Horner

secured

the 4 year motor and pump

Simpson to their staff. Judy

two new customers for repair.

repair contract and is currently

comes to Horner with 38 years

Terry Thorne has been trying

in the running to receive the bid

of motor repair, Customer

to break into the Louisville

which could be worth $500K

Service experience. She will

Metropolitan Sewerage District

in the next 4 years. Louisville

be handling the coordination

(MSD) for 18 months with

also received an order from

of the shop which will include

limited success.

However a

MSD for the removal, repair,

job scheduling, quoting, billing

key individual, who Terry was

and reinstallation of a 2000KW

and delivery. Judy’s addition-

unable to secure an appoint-

dry type transformer. The other

al responsibilities will include

ment with, showed up at the

customer was a smaller region-

keeping the shop running as

open house which resulted in

al WWTP that is now providing

efficiently as possible.

Horner Louisville being added

Horner Louisville with repair

Horner Louisville hosted their

to the bidders list for motor

business. Horner Louisville

second annual Open House/

repair and a request to coat a

continues to receive new busi-

Customer Appreciation Day

large impeller. Since the August

ness monthly.

in August and it was a suc-

Open House Horner Louisville

Louisville

arrived shortly after the phone
call. The repaired parts were
handled by the Fan division and had them returned
the next day with a limited
amount of downtime.
The 2nd job happened a
week later, it was an intake
air handler for a test cell. We
wrecked the fan wheel and
the tapered hubs broke. While
the wheel was being installed
it was found that some of our
brackets were broken, Jeff
Dillion and Field Service were
able to work with a vendor to
get their facility opened up
on the weekend. The next

Introducing Horner Industrial’s New Sales
Manager Terry Thorne

day the final assembly was
completed and the AHU was
balanced.
I want to thank Horner for

Terry will be responsible for

Terry has over 35 years of

years, they have been a rec-

their assitance with all of our

sales team leadership and driv-

sales experience and possess-

ognized leader in their market

down jobs. In September and

ing revenue growth. In addition,

es a diverse background in

place and have continued to

in the past. Special thanks to

he will be a valuable contribu-

Motor, Control and Automation

grow, particularly over the past

Randy Jones, Marc Dardeen,

tor in the areas of marketing

disciplines

decade,” said Terry. “I intend

Jeff Dillion, and Field Service.

and business strategy.

product groups.

to continue to build awareness

You provide us a lot of great

Terry started his career with

“Being part of a growth ori-

for the Horner Industrial Group

services and products.

Horner in November 2012 as a

ented business is extremely

brand, while driving new busi-

Maintenance Manager,

Sales Representative focusing

important to me, especially one

ness across our current market

Cummins

on new territory growth in and

with a reputation like Horner

sectors.”

around Louisville, Kentucky.

Industrial Group. For over 65

across

multiple

Washington Street
As

many

of

you

know

New Website
HornerIndustrial.
com
by: Walter Boat

the

area. If you are not able to visual-

to introduce you to those employ-

Washington Repair shop is grow-

ize a number (such as I), reference

ees who have come aboard this

ing again.

It seems in my time

940 Building at Indianapolis West

year. Tyrus Demerath- mechanic

at Horner, growth has been the

Street at about 28,000 square

helper (who having been with us

consistent mainstay. For exam-

feet or Springfield at about 35,000

previously,

ple this latest expansion will be

square feet for a comparative final

military service and is now back),

the 4th since 1985.

size of Washington Street.

Robert Brewster- pump mechan-

cleanup area, commonly known

In essence all I am telling you is

ic, Dustin Pino-mechanic helper,

as the “Backroom” (2500 square

“hardware” information.

Mike

feet) was added.

In 1997 a

the” software” – Our people,

Zach Hanger-mechanic helper,

20,000 square foot addition to the

meeting the needs of the cus-

Amy Davis-customer support, Tim

mechanical/corporate area was

tomer, there is no purpose for

Hanger-mechanic helper,

completed. This was followed in

the building. We have seen so

Barnes-machinist,

2000 with a 6750 square foot addi-

many amazing employee contribu-

mechanic helper and Marc Woods-

tion to our clean up department

tions over the years, too many to

machinist.

and now in 2014 we embark on

record in this article, but the con-

expansion, we look forward to

another 20,000 square foot addi-

tributions (and good employees)

more “amazing” contributions from

tion to our mechanical/receiving

continue to this day. I would like

this new group of employees.

In 1985 a

Without

left temporarily for

Derrett-motor

mechanic,

Kevin

Jeff Knowles-

As we continue this

hornerindustrial.com has been
updated to enhance the user
experience. The focus and reason behind a design and layout
change is to focus on educating
the customer. During the next
year this website will become a
resource to our customers as
new educational and informative content will be added.

Customer
Testimonial
Shepherd Color Company

“On 9/4/14 we had a hydraulic
line break after being snagged
on the equipment while in

Brain Teaser

This Editions Prize: $50 giftcard

motion. Horner Cincinnati had
previously worked on our equipment and did a fantastic job.

What does this stand for?
TMC
AUO
HSM
WTE

Answer to last quarters: You’ve
just won fifty bucks

A combination of Steve Smith,
Joe Nicolaci, and Blake Bellamy
responded and allowed us to

Last quarters winners:

repair/replace the hydraulic pipe

1st place $50 giftcard : Gina Tuttle Wash.

and flexible hose in a timely

Street

manner. Without this timely

Three days to give me your answer, right

2nd place $20 giftcard: Katie Chamberlain

response, ongoing progress on

answers will go into a drawing for a final

Wash. Street

this project would have been

winner. There will be 3 additional prizes

3rd place Horner goodie bag: Brent

delayed. SCC appreciated the

for 2nd-4th place.

Logan Bluff Rd.

timely and efficient repsonse to

317-639-4261 (240)

4th place Horner shirt: Troy Elder Ft.

address our emergency down-

jacqueline.keen@hornerindustrial.com

Wayne

time situation.”

Our Unique Employees

Name the
Newsletter

Stephanie Clapper’s Baby
Shower Horner Lighting
and Automation

What would you like the

Alex Romano
Washington Street
with his new daughter

Cole, his first squirrel.
Son of Jessica Staley
Bluff Rd.

Barry Murphy Bluff Rd.
and new wife Peggy

Newsletter to be called?
Submit your ideas to
Jacqueline.keen@hornerindustrial.com and the winner
will recieve a bag of Horner
Goodies.
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Cincinnati Boys

ISSUE 02

Mark Reed & his grandson
Griffin. Both completed the
ALS Ice bucket challenge

Ray Povinelli, Fan retirement
party. Hire date 06/15/1966

FALL 2014

Horner Events
Louisville Open House
One Water Columbus, OH

LightFair 2014 Las Vegas

Powder Coating Indpls, IN

NECO 2014

